For contact between rough surfaces of conductors in which a clustered contact spot distribution is dominant through a multiscale process, electrical contact resistance (ECR) is analysed using a smoothed version of Greenwood's model (Jang and Barber 2003 J. Appl. Phys. 94 7215), which is extended to estimate the statistical distribution of contact spots considering the size and the location simultaneously. The application of this statistical method to a contact spot distribution, generated by the finite element method using a fractal surface defined by the random midpoint displacement algorithm, identifies the effect of the clustered contact distribution on ECR, showing that including a finer scale in the fractal contact surface causes the predicted resistance to approach a finite limit. It is also confirmed that the results are close to that of Barber's analogy (Barber 2003 Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A 459 53) regarding incremental stiffness and conductance for elastic contact.
Introduction
Electrical contact resistance (ECR) of rough surfaces is of significant importance in the lifetime operation of a variety of electromechanical devices [3] , such as relays, switches and connectors. Generally ECR is attributable to rough surfaces on the microscopic scale, resulting in the contact being restricted to a set of distributed, small and discrete actual contact areas. Electrical current has to pass through this geometric constriction, leading to additional resistance, known as constriction resistance [4] .
Modern surface measurement techniques reveal surfaces as multiscale processes with no obvious smallest length scale. For this reason, there has been considerable recent interest in the contact theories for rough surfaces based on the representation of the surface as a fractal [5] [6] [7] . However, the paradoxical result of the fractal contacts is that if increased resolution in the surface roughness description leads to increasing numbers of progressively smaller contact areas, the contact area goes to zero in the fractal limits. This conclusion is physically unrealistic on several counts: at a sufficiently small scale, the intensity of loading on the individual asperities will cause plastic deformation, tending to establish finite sized contact areas, and the contact areas will tend to be clustered 1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
in groups rather than uniformly distributed over the nominal contact area. It is in the nature of fractal distributions that contacts are clustered-islands are more likely to occur in archipelagos or offshore from the mainland.
In the following, estimating contact resistance in the fractal process without considering the clustering effect shows that the contact resistance for a set of independent circular contacts would be proportional to the sum of the radii. If this is combined with several outcomes of fractal contact such as Majumdar and Bhushan [5] or Ciavarella et al [6] , the paradoxical conclusion is found that the conductance in the fractal limit will be infinite. In other words, the interface presents no resistance to heat or electrical current flow, even though only a vanishingly small proportion of the nominal contact area is in actual contact. This conclusion is unrealistic because it fails to take into account the clustering of actual contact. Holm [4] and Greenwood [8] have shown that the resistance of a circular shape of actual contact areas is increased approximately by the resistance associated with perfect contact over the cluster or 'contour' area. For example, if a group of circular contact areas of radius a i are clustered within a larger circle of radius α, the resistance is approximately,
Equation (1) provides a good approximation of ECR for a deterministic distribution of contact spots of known size and location, but information about the distribution of asperities is most likely to be statistical in nature, since surface roughness is essentially a random process. Furthermore, surface roughness descriptions are typically multiscale in nature and on a sufficiently fine scale, the number of discrete contact spots is likely to be too large to permit an efficient deterministic calculation. Many authors [9] [10] [11] [12] have attempted to generalize Greenwood's results to define the electrical and thermal conductance in the presence of clusters of micro-contacts. Especially, a recent outcome [1] of the analysis of ECR makes it possible to extend Greenwood's deterministic equation [8] for electrical conduction at the contact interface to a statistical version with statistically uncorrelated spatial distribution of contact spots, leading to the rather unlikely conclusion that for a fractal surface, the contact resistance due to surface roughness is always zero. This result was apparently based on the prediction of an infinite number of contact spots along with the scaling of contact resistance with 1/a. However, that scaling breaks down at small contact radii, where the Sharvin resistance [13] is appropriate.
For a fractal surface, the first term of equation (1) will tend to zero as scales reduce, but resistance associated with the clustering effect will remain. Unfortunately, the self-similarity of the fractal surface means that the clustering is multiscale. The contact areas will consist of clusters of clusters of clusters and there is no obvious limit to the process. An alternative approach to the estimation of contact resistance for fractal surfaces, suggested by a theorem of Barber [2] revealed finite bounds on the contact resistance for elastic contact of any surfaces that have both a highest and a lowest point. Therefore, the previous statistical analysis should be improved to consider the effect of contact clustering, in other words, the correlation between adjacent contact spots.
To implement the clustering effect of the contact spots in our analysis, the use of statistical distribution considering the correlation between spots is the key to the solution of the problem. However, there should be mathematical challenges to include the effect of correlation between adjacent contact spots. For example, we should generalize the analysis to allow the statistical contact spot distribution function to be correlated or devise a way to estimate the correlation functions for the distribution from the measurements of the line segment distribution [14] . However, it is too difficult to estimate the correlation functions for the distribution from measurements of the correlation of the line segment distribution. Thus, in this analysis, we focus on a simplified statistical distribution to consider the size and the location of the contact spots simultaneously and use a kernel estimation method [15] which provides an appropriate result for the analysis of ECR.
In order to address these issues, we extend in this paper the analysis established from the previous research of Jang and Barber [1] for analysing ECR located within the multiscale contact process to the case of adopting a mean size statistical distribution, to find the effects of the multiscale clustered contact distribution on ECR. Through the multiscale Archard's contact model, we will confirm the validity of this statistical method by comparing the ECR from the deterministic Greenwood's model with that from the statistical version [1] . We will also apply this statistical method to a random contact spot distribution, generated by the finite element method using a fractal surface defined by the random midpoint displacement (RMD) algorithm, to compare with Barber's analogy [2] regarding incremental stiffness and conductance for elastic contact.
Statistical analysis for Greenwood's model
The analysis for ECR [1] shows that if two half spaces make electrical contacts at a number of areas on their common plane surface, the actual contact areas will form an equipotential surface such that the potential φ j at the j th contact spot in a set of N randomly disposed contact spots defined by
where I i is the current through the ith contact spot, a i is its radius, s ij is the distance between the centres of the ith and j th contact spots and the summation is performed over all the N contact spots except i = j . In order to represent the idea of statistical analysis for electrical conduction on a multitude of micrcontact spots, base potentialφ j through relation (2) was defined as
and it is written asφ
Suppose that the probability of a contact spot's radius being between a and a + δa and of its centre being located in the rectangle defined by the lines x, x + δx, y, y + δy as h(x, y, a)δxδyδa for some nominal area A where there are m contact spots per unit nominal area, the base potential at x, y, a due to the distribution h(x, y, a) can now be written
The statistical distribution of h(x, y, a) and the base potential function formulation lead to a singular integral equation of the second kind calculated as
where
Onceφ(x, y, a) has been determined from this equation, the current through each individual contact spot is defined as
In particular, the potential difference between this surface and the extremity of body k (k = 1, 2) will be
where ρ k denotes the resistivity of the material of body k and U is the potential difference between the extremities of the two bodies. The current through all contact spots, I , is incorporated with Ohm's law, this permits us to determine ECR, R e = U/I , for any rough surface contact problem.
Density estimation for finding the function h(x, y, a)
The singular integral equation (6) [18] for non-conforming surfaces. In this paper, we shall use two methods to determine the distribution of contact spots, firstly by making the assumption that the distribution of contact spots is defined by the set of 'islands' generated by cutting through the rough surface at constant height and secondly by making the real contact distribution due to finite element analysis.
From the realization of distribution of contact spots, we can estimate the location (x, y) and the size a of contact spots. This can be described exactly using a probability distribution that consists of a set of three-dimensional delta functions. We replace each delta function by a suitable smoothing function, typically from a rotated multivariate normal distribution, taking care to make the volume under this equal to unity to avoid changing the overall statistics. This approach is known as the kernel estimation technique [13] . By incorporating a kernel estimation technique, the kernel density approximation of its probability density function, for use in the radially symmetric distribution as well as the distribution with covariance matrix S, respectively, are shown as where ω is a bandwidth or smoothing parameter, X i a sample of random variable, x a vector of variables of (x, y, a), K(x) the standard multivariate normal density function. The optimal window widths for the distribution of equation (10) The standard deviation of this smoothing function affects the results; if it is too small, the function is recovered like the original delta functions, but if it is too big, the distribution is more or less uniform. The effect of the smoothing parameter (standard deviation) on contact resistance will be investigated in the results section in detail.
Results

Effect of smoothing parameter
To show the effect of the smoothing parameter on the ECR, we first generate a randomly rough surface using the (RMD) algorithm [19] , which ensures that the algorithm generates a self-affine fractal surface; secondly by cutting the rough surface at constant height, we can obtain the distribution of contact spots, defined by the set of circular islands, as shown in figure 1 .
Since it is hard to recognize the effect of three smoothing parameters ω x , ω y , ω a simultaneously, the smoothing parameter of a is fixed to the optimal value and the parameter of x and y varies. Figure 2 represents the effect of ω x /(ω x ) opt (=ω y /(ω y ) opt ) to ECR, showing that as ω x increases, ECR reduces. This is reasonable because the increase in the smoothing parameter leads to the increase in the probability distribution area.
Note that when ω x /(ω x ) opt (=ω y /(ω y ) opt ) = 1, ECR is close to the case of direct calculation of equation (2) .
A more interesting result can be seen in figure 3 , when the smoothing parameter of a with the optimal parameter of x and y varies. Even though there is a change in the smoothing parameter of a, the ECR does not change, meaning that there is no effect of the smoothing parameter of a on ECR.
Archard's contact distribution
Archard's contact distribution is well known as the multiscale contact model which deals with the contact clustering. We apply the current method to Archard's multiscale contact model. In Archard's contact model [20] , contact distribution occurs on a three-dimensional self-similar surface consisting of a single spherical asperity on which is superposed successive scales of smaller spherical asperities of radius R n , where n is the scale, with uniform spatial distribution of asperities having density l n (number of asperities per unit area). Thus, the contact area for the asperity located at the radius r at the scale of n is generalized as a n = a 1
where l k and R k follow the power laws below l n /l n−1 = γ 2 ; R n−1 /R n = γ D where D and γ are defined by the Weierstrass function [21] . Figure 4 represents the distribution of micro-contact spots from scale 0 to scale 2 for a specific γ and D. The corresponding ECRs from the direct calculation of equation (2) and the current analysis by using equation (6) along with the density function of equation (10) contact areas small at the initial coarse scale. In the next fine scale, the size of contact areas decreases and thus the distance between contact spots also becomes small since the size of the contact area at the previous coarse scale is originally small. The decrease in the distance between spots leads to the increase in base potential from equation (4) . The increase in base potential according to the scale variation may be related to the increase in the clustering effect of neighbouring spots.
Application to rough contact
Surface roughness descriptions are typically multiscale in nature and on a sufficiently fine scale, the number of discrete contact spots is likely to be too large to permit an efficient deterministic calculation. In order to perform this current analysis in a real distribution of contact spots, we generate a randomly rough surface using the RMD algorithm [17] . (1) and equations (4) and (8), respectively. Figure 6 shows a typical self-affine surface with Hurst exponent H = 0.5. Applying the finite element method to the fractal surface, numerical simulations are performed for a rough elastic surface in contact with a perfectly rigid flat surface in order to find the contact distribution. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed at the contact surfaces to eliminate boundary effects. A typical finite element mesh is shown in figure 7 . The mesh is discretized with tetrahedral elements. The mesh grid of the contact interface is established from the resolution of 1/2 4 to 1/2 8 and strong mesh gradations in the vicinity of the contact interface and a coarse mesh in the rigid surface is applied. To determine the equilibrated contact geometry at a given load, a constant force is applied to the centre of the indenter. A contact algorithm is used only to enforce the impenetrability constraint on the two surfaces. In this analysis, we use a commercial finite element package, Abaqus/HKS [22] , to perform the analysis. The contact distributions at different scales are shown in figure 8 . In the course of the multiscale process used in this model, the number of contact spots increases and the actual contact area progressively decreases with increasing resolution of the discretization. This result was already reported by BorriBrunetto et al [23] .
On the other hand, the mechanical analysis using the finite element method will contribute to identifying the stiffness change of the contact, which can be interpreted in terms of conductance. This analogy was done by Barber [2] , who shows that there is strict proportionality between incremental stiffness and conductance in the elastic regime for every contact between half spaces,
where the combined Young's elastic modulus and combined resistivities of the materials are 1/E = 1/E 1 + 1/E 2 , ρ = ρ 1 +ρ 2 and P and d are load and a relative rigid-body approach, respectively. Note that in the finite element analysis, the finite element model is not a half space but we can still use the half space result by subtracting the bulk resistance and compliance from the behaviour of the finite model. This resistance is also compared with the results of the statistical method based on the contact distribution due to the finite element models. The ECR obtained from the current analysis using equations (6) and (10) for the contact spot distribution with covariance in the contact distribution of the finite element model are plotted against the scale of the sampling length 1/2 α in figure 9 , when compared with that of the analogy of Barber [2] . These results show that ECR exhibits a converging behaviour on a small scale, despite the fact that increased resolution in the surface roughness description leads to increasing numbers of progressively smaller contact areas. Furthermore, the ECR obtained from the statistical analysis using the contact distribution of the finite element method is close to that of Barber's analogy as the scale of sampling length increases. At the coarse sampling length, however, ECR R e with scale of sampling length 1/2 α . The circle and square shapes represent the results from Barber's analogy and the current statistical analysis using the contact distribution, due to the finite element method, respectively. the difference in the ECR between two analyses is around 10%. This discrepancy at the coarse sampling length exists because the number of contact spots for obtaining proper statistical distributions is too small. We also find that the base potential converges to the value of prescribed potential at the interface as it becomes evident that the contact area is clustered.
Discussion
The feasibility of this contact analysis may be limited if we consider the underlying contact problem. Note that if we make a lot of realizations-e.g. run the RMD algorithm with different random number generators but the same other parameterswe obtain a distribution that is completely uniform in space because there is no reason to expect a contact area to be in one place rather than another. However, our contact resistance algorithm depends crucially on the relative locations of contact areas. In other words, we cannot afford to lose the information that contacts are clustered, otherwise we will obtain completely different and unrealistic results. To avoid this kind of situation, we should apply the analysis to a problem in which part of the distribution comes from a deterministic surface (at long wavelength) and part from a statistical one (the fine detail). For example, the Greenwood and Tripp rough sphere problem [16] , considered as a contact resistance problem, would involve a probability density that was highest at the centre of the sphere and decreased with radius. If we were to then choose a smoothing parameter that was small compared with the macroscopic contact area, the results would be reasonable and would allow for the fact that the fine detail of the roughness can be represented statistically.
Our current contact distributions, by the Archard contact model and the finite element method, show the clustering effect of micro-contact spots in the process of scales variation. To implement the clustering effect of the contact spots in our analysis, we should consider a conditional probability of size and location if there exists a contact area of radius at a different location. In practice, the correlation between contact areas will be localized, so that, for example, the conditional probability will tend to become independent of the size and the location when the distance between two contact areas is large. Clearly, the probability of the single set of contact area and location is equal to this limiting value of the conditional probability. When the distance between contact areas is small, the interaction between the contact areas is considerably severe, leading to the probability being greater than the limiting value of the conditional probability. In addition, the conditional probability is dependent on the scales of the rough surface. It is in the nature of a multiscale surface that the distributions are correlated, since the larger scale waviness will tend to cluster the next scale of asperity contacts into groups. These issues are the subject of ongoing research.
The task of including the correlation involves mathematical difficulties on several counts: the correlation function between spots is affected much by the size and the distance of adjacent spots, so that the function should consider the terms simultaneously. Since it is difficult to obtain in advance the information on the sizes and distances of contact spots, we devise a way to estimate the correlation functions for the distribution from measurements of the correlation of the line segment distribution. Thus in order to take a simpler way to solve this problem, the statistical function h(x, y, a) incorporating the effect of clustering has been calculated by the kernel estimation method. In the clustered contact area, the distribution functions are accumulated by the existence of the neighbouring spots. Thus, it is conjectured that the correlation between neighbouring spots is reflected to some degree. This approach produces the fact that ECR converges as scales are smaller, producing a more developed result, if compared with the previous approach [1] . However, the method is heavily dependent on the statistical distribution which is sensitive to the smoothing parameter of each distribution at a spot. Although the accuracy of the solution technique may not be acquired without performing a rigorous treatment of the correlated distribution, this technique has provided promising results up to now.
Conclusion
We have presented the method of estimating ECR for the clustered contact distributions using the smoothed version of Greenwood's model [1] , which is now extended to estimate the statistical distribution of contact spots considering the size and the location simultaneously. Through the application of the method to a random contact distribution generated by the finite element method using a fractal surface, the results show that including finer scale in fractal contact surface causes the predicted resistance to approach a finite limit, although the number of contact spots increases and the actual contact area progressively decreases with increasing resolution of the discretization. It is confirmed that the results are close to that of Barber's analogy [2] identifying the stiffness change of the contact, which can be interpreted in terms of conductance. By adopting an artificial mutliscale contact model, the propriety of the model is also validated.
